
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

between

STIKES MUHAMMADIYAH GOMBONG, IIIDOIIESA

and

KHON KAEN UNMERSIW. THAILAND

Sekolah Tinggi llmu Kesehatan Muhammadiyah Gombong, (STIKES Muhamamdiyah

Gombong), Indonesia and Khon Kaen University (KKU), Thailand agree to enter into a formal

collaborative agreement based on a foundation of trust for the mufual benefit and development

of the two instjtutions and the promotion of international understanding and goodwill.

1. STIKES Muhammadiyah Gombong and KKU will joinfly develop some or all of the

following activities based on their respective academic and educational needs:

a. exchange of research materials, publications and information;

b. developrnent and operation ofjoint academic programs;

c. support for distance leaming courses;

d. organization ofjoint research programs;

e. exchange of students;

i. 'eichange of academic staff;

g. exchange of administrative and otlrer non-academic stafi;

h. developrnent of mmmon cunicula in areas of mulual interest;

i. co-operation in the recruitment of studenb to our two institutions.

The implementation of exchange based on this agreement shall be separately

negotiated and determined by both universities.

Nothing shall diminish the full autonomy of eitirer institution, nor will any constraints or

ftnancial obligations be imposed by either upon the other in carrying out the

agreement.

This Memorandum is subject to revision or renewal by mutual agreement. lt is also

understood that either institution may terminate the agreement at any time, although

such action will only be taken after mutual consultation in order to avoid any possible

inconvenience to all oarties.

The Memorandum will be valid for ! yeam in the first instance. Thereafier, renewal of

the Memorandum will be subject to the agreement of both parties.

This agreement is efiective when the representatives of both institutions have signed

and dated the document.
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Signature: z \ o*, Frt,2o,'-o'2 -

AUTHORIZEO TO SIGI.I FORAI{D OI{ BEHAI."F OF STIKES TUHAXTADIYAH GOIIBOiIG:

Name in Capitals: Glyotmo, S.Kep, Ns

Po€ition in Oqanization: The Chief of STIKES Muhommodiyoh Gombong

Addrcss in Full: STIKES MUHAMMADTYAH GOMBONG

461 YOS SUDARSO ROAD GOMBONG

KEBUMEN DISTICT

CENTML JAVA 9412

INDONESIA

Tel: +52-287473750

Fu:+$2-87472413

OF KHO]I I(AEI{ UI{IVERSITY:

Signature:

Nane in Capihls:

Address in Full: KHON I(AEN UNIVERSIIY

123 MITMPARB ROAD

MUANG DISTRICT

KHON I(AEN 40002

THAILAND

Tel: +6S41202059

Fac +6643-202059

Position in Organization: Deon of Foculty of Nursing Khon Koen University


